
We had been looking for a couple years and didn’t have any luck 

winning bids. Within one week of meeting Hadar, she showed us a 

home that perfectly matched our criteria and worked some magic 

getting us in contract. I also feel like she really went to bat for us 

when we were negotiating the price.

– Stephanie H.

After seeing a place we loved, Hadar took control, was 

aggressive in getting our offer in early, and got our 

offer accepted, even over higher offers, thanks to 

Hadar’s hard work and strategy. 

– Anthony E.

Facebook
Facebook.com/pages/HadarGuibaraRealtor

Yelp
yelp.com/biz/hadar-guibara-realtor-los-altos

Pinterest
pinterest.com/hadarguibara
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Join me                        www.silicon-valley-realestate.com

People Are Talking on

Twitter
Twitter@hadarguibara

Google+
Google+ HadarGuibara

About Hadar Guibara
Hadar took her first breath in Silicon Valley. Since then, her passion for this area and the beautiful real estate within it has
become a rewarding career. Incredibly successful at getting results for buyers in this competitive marketplace, Hadar also
gets resounding results for sellers. She manages every aspect of the process for her clients with unwavering enthusiasm and
is relentless in negotiations—all while maintaining grace under pressure. Passionate about technology, Hadar is avid about
using social media connections to help buyers and sellers alike, but nothing takes the place of one-on-one personal
connections garnered from a lifetime of living in Silicon Valley.

HADAR GUIBARA
Call Hadar for a one-on-one meeting at 650.740.6295.
258 High Street, Palo Alto • hadar@serenogroup.com • www.silicon-valley-realestate.com
CalBRE# 01881561

u MY FAVORITE DEVICE
The Apple Watch and I don’t even have it yet,

but you can be sure I will on April 24.

u IN MY FREE TIME
I’m all about healthy living. Look for me on the

Stanford Dish walk, the trails at Rancho San

Antonio Open Space Preserve, or at SoulCycle 

in Stanford Shopping Center. Meetings are best

outside. Oh, and I’m taking golf lessons too,

mostly to keep up with my husband who has

been playing since childhood, so soon I’ll

meet you on the links. 

u WHAT I AM KNOWN FOR
Loving life! I choose contagious happiness.

Share the warmth, share a smile, be 

optimistic—and help others feel that way

too. We are blessed to live in this amazing

area and I get to make that a reality for buyers

and sellers. I couldn’t ask for more. 

u FAVORITE GUILTY PLEASURE
Watching House of Cards.
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